
Planning application ref: SDNP/20/04927/FUL – Change of use from grazing of horses to 

equestrian and the change of use of two of the existing larger mobile field shelters to 

permanent stabling with associated works  

Land North of Hurst Farm Bungalows Hurst Lane Privett Alton GU34 3PJ 

 

Deputation to EHDC / SDNPA Planning Committee (22nd April 2021)  

by  

Southern Planning Practice 

on behalf of the  

Froxfield and Privett Landscape Conservation Group 

 

Retrospective planning permission should be refused as: 

• the application has many inconsistencies and inaccuracies and lacks crucial detail; 
  

• the development does not comply with policies SD4(Design), SD5(Landscape 

Character) and Policy SD24(Equestrian Uses) of the South Downs Local Plan, which  

are the key policy considerations; 
 

• substantial environmental damage is being caused due to the applicants poor 

grazing regime (15 horses on a 4.4 acre site) and mis-management/poor stewardship 

of the land, including manure being inappropriately disposed of. 

 

The applicant has a consistent track record of breaching planning control and is believed to 

be currently living in a static caravan on the wider site. 

My clients therefore have zero confidence that the applicant will comply with any attached 

planning conditions, resulting in further enforcement action being required.  

Attempts to prosecute the applicant for breaching the extant enforcement notice have proved 

ineffective and are on-hold pending the outcome of this application. 

The key issues that my clients wish to highlight to members are: 

1. The equestrian development on site has been subject to previous enforcement 

action, which was upheld at appeal. As a consequence, the applicant was required to 

cease the unauthorised use of the land for equestrian purposes and remove the 

unauthorised buildings and area of hardstanding (although the hardstanding was 

categorically never removed but significantly extended.) 

 

An extant enforcement notice therefore remains in force on the land, which the 

applicant is currently breaching and has been breaching for a number of years. 

 



2. Contrary to what is stated in the applicants D&A Statement and in the case officers 

report, there is no authorised development or ‘existing lawful use’ within the 

application proposal.  

 

The stable yard buildings and hardstanding for which retrospective planning 

permission is being sought are permanent buildings.  

 

The whole development is therefore unauthorised and no legitimate fall-back 

position exists. 

 

3. The applicants D&A statement contains inaccuracies and misleading statements, 

which have unfortunately been perpetuated in the case officer’s report.  

 

4. The case officer’s report is very selective in its reasoning, and relies on specific 

policy wording to justify the proposal.  

 

There is no mention of Policy SD5 requiring development to adopt a “landscape led 

approach” and respect the local character through “sensitive” and “high quality” 

design, which is a key requirement. 

 

The grounds for formal objection by the Council’s own Landscape officer have also 

been set-aside/ignored to justify compliance with Policy SD4. 

Policies SD4 and SD5 are not rigorously applied in reaching the case officer’s final 

assessment.  

5. Landscape and drainage consultees have requested proper drawings, but this vital 

information has not been forthcoming.  

 

The application therefore lacks detail, and inaccurate/inconsistent information is used 

to recommend approval. 

 

Members are urged to uphold the SDNP policies and refuse the application. 
 
 

 
 

Neil March BSc (Hons) DiP TP MRTPI  
Director 


